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* Unique entry-level guide to Domain Name System (DNS), which translates Internet host names

into IP addresses and is used with all Internet servers * Shows how to install, configure, and

troubleshoot DNS on both Windows and UNIX servers * Helps people seeking technology

certifications bone up on DNS theory, terminology, and architecture-a requirement in several

popular exams * Includes real-world examples based on the author's daily experience with both

large and small networks
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This is an excellent book for both beginners and those with some knowledge of DNS and how it

works. It starts with the basics and includes how DNS relates to TCP/IP and the OSI model. It

continues with setting up your DNS servers and troubleshooting. It continues on with more

advanced concepts and security issues. All this is in a very readable format.

This book pretty much unveiled the mysteries behind DNS. What used to seems like the science for

only network engineers, now seem so easy to understand and practical.If you are new to the world

of networking, and want to do deeper, this book is a great launch pad.

I would like to be able to give this book 5 stars but it is a little light on the explanation of some of the

intermediate level topics. For example, the explanation of the OSI model in the first section of the



book makes a few too many assumptions about the education level of the reader.

Starts off slowly and a bit too "dummy" for me but progresses into the meat of the matter and seems

pretty thorough. If you are an advanced user and don't like to have to skim ahead get an O'Reilly

book. If you are new or was fairly knowledgeable but need a refresher (that was me) this book will

do nicely.

Make fun of the title but this is a nice refrence book. Easy to find info when you have brain freeze.

A must read guide if you are new to DNS.You should read the first few chapters a few times .It will

help you with problems affecting you DNS.Thanks,Vincent Garcia

I think this book is great because it enables me to understand the topic so much better.This

publisher is great and I would purchase more books from this publisher as well.

very boring, didn't cover much of anything that would be useful. About 5 pages of the whole book

actually explained anything helpful.
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